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Gardiner classified ultrahomogeneous graphs and posed the problem of defining 
“combinatorial homogeneity.” Later, Ronse proved that homogeneous graphs are 
ultrahomogeneous by classifying such graphs. In this paper, we give a direct proof 
that (suitably defined) combinatorially homogeneous graphs are ultrahomogeneous. 
Also. we classify combinatorially C-homogeneous graphs. 
In this paper, we study finite, simple, undirected graphs, and follow 
notations used in [l] or [2]. For a graph r, VT is the set of vertices of r, 
and for x E Vr, 
q(x) = 1 y E vr 1 d(x, y) = iI, 
where d is the distance function. We also write T(x) in place of T,(x). For a 
subset X of VT, the corresponding vertex-subgraph is denoted by (X). For a 
graph r, d(T) denotes the diameter of r, L(T) the line graph of r, P the 
complement graph of T’, and t + r the disjoint union of t copies of r. C, is the 
circuit graph on n vertices; K,+k is the complete graph of valency k; 
K I,,Tz ,.,,. r, is the complete m-partite graph having parts of size r,, r2 ,..., r,; 
K,:, = (t . K,)C is the regular complete t-partite graph; Qk is the k- 
dimensional cube; Cl, is the graph obtained by identifying antipodal vertices 
of Q,. 
A graph r is said to be homogeneous if, whenever vertex-subgraphs (X) 
and (X’) are isomorphic, then there is an automorphism of r taking X to X’. 
r is zdtrahomogeneous if every isomorphism of (X) onto (X’) extends to an 
automorphism of r. In [2], Gardiner completed Sheehan’s classification [6] 
of ultrahomogeneous graphs and posed the problem of defining 
“combinatorial homogeneity.” We propose the following: 
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DEFINITION. For a subset Xc VT. we define 
that is, the set of vertices adjacent to all the vertices in X. A graph r is 
combinatorially homogeneous, or simply K-homogeneous, if ]f(X)i = ]r(X’)i 
for any isomorphic vertex-subgraphs (X) and (xl). 
It is obvious that ultrahomogeneous graphs are homogeneous and that 
homogeneous graphs are K-homogeneous. Conversely, we shall show that K- 
homogeneous graphs are ultrahomogeneous. This implies the equivalence of 
homogeneity and ultrahomogeneity, first proved by Ronse [ 51. 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a K-homogeneous graph. Then r is 
ultrahomogeneous and is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: 
(a) a disjoint union of isomorphic complete graphs; 
(b) a regular complete t-partite graph KI;,, t, r > 2; 
(cl c,: 
Cd) W-,.,1. 
ProoJ Suppose two vertex-subgraphs, (X) and (Y), are isomorphic, and 
let u be any isomorphism of (X) onto (Y). We shall show that CJ extends to 
an automorphism of r by induction on 1 VT-X]. We have nothing to prove 
when X = VT, so we may assume that X # VT. Choose a vertex .Y E VT - X 
so as to maximize I T(x) n XI, and set X’ = IQ) n X and Y’ = (X’)O. Then 
G-/,~, is an isomorphism of (X’) onto (Y’), and we have 
lUX’)l= IUY’)l 
by the definition of K-homogeneity. On the other hand. 
/r(Y)n Y( = I(r(x’)nx)“l= lr(x’)nxl. 
Hence we have 
lf(Y’)n(Vr- Y)l=Ir(x’)n(vf-x)1> 1, 
and there exists an element y E r( Y’) n (VT- Y). It is obvious that Y’ c 
f(y) n Y by the choice of y, while the maximality of X’ implies that Y’ = 
r(v)f’ Y. Now, define a map r from XV(x) onto YU {y} by +=u and 
.yT = y. Then r is an isomorphism of (XU (x)) onto (YU (y}). By 
induction, r extends to an automorphism of r, which is also an extension of 
0. We have proved that l- is ultrahomogeneous, and the classification follows 
from Gardiner’s classification ] 21 of ultrahomogeneous graphs. 
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A graph f is C-ultrahomogeneous (ultrahomogeneous for connected 
subgraphs) if every isomorphism of connected vertex-subgraphs extends to 
an automorphism of r. r is C-homogeneous if, whenever vertex-subgraphs 
(X) and (X’) are connected and isomorphic, then there is an automorphism 
of f taking X to X’. 
Gardiner [ 4 ] classified C-ultrahomogeneous graphs by classifying locally 
C-homogeneous graphs. The main purpose of this paper is to show that C- 
homogeneous graphs are C-ultrahomogeneous by classifying (suitably 
defined) combinatorially C-homogeneous graphs. 
DEFINITION. A graph r is combinatorially C-homogeneous, or simply 
KC-homogeneous, if whenever two vertex-subgraphs (X) and (X’) are 
connected and isomorphic, then for any subset Y of X there is an 
isomorphism u of (X) onto (X’) such that IT(Y)/ = ir( ut)l. 
THEOREM 2. A connected KC-homogeneous graph is either 
(a) a complete graph K,, r > 1, 
(b) a circuit graph C,, n > 5, 
(c) a regular complete t-partite graph K*;,, t, r > 2, 
Cd) LW,,,), k > 3, 
(e) J~K~,~+ J1 k > 3, 
(f) Petersen’s graph L(K,)‘, or 
w 0,. 
A disconnected graph is KC-homogeneous if and only if its connected 
components are isomorphic KC-homogeneous graphs. 
We remark that all the graphs listed in the above theorem are C- 
ultrahomogeneous. As an example, we shall prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. L(K& is C-ultrahomogeneous. 
ProoJ: Let (X) and (Y) be connected subgraphs of r = L(K,,,) and u an 
isomorphism of (X) onto (Y). Note that for any automorphisms 6, and u2 of 
r, o;‘oo, is an isomorphism of (;lml) onto (P2), and that u has an 
extension if and only if a;‘aa, has an extension. We may identify VT with 
the set of all ordered pairs of k symbols, that is, 
VT= {(i,j) 1 <i, j,<k), 
and (i, j) and (i’, j’) are adjacent if i = i’ or j = j’. If (T(x) f? X) is complete 
for every x E X, then X itself is complete, and it is obvious that u has an 
extension in this case. Suppose (T(x) f~ X) is not complete for some .Y E X. 
?X2h 10;2 : 
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By the above remark, we may assume that x = (1, 1). .V’ = x and yU = y for 
every y E T(x) n X. Let 
I = (i 1 2 < i < k and (i, 1) E X}, 
J= (j12<j<k and (l,j)EX}, 
Z= {(i,j)/2<i,j<kJ, 
r=(Xnz)u(IxJ), 
and 
r=(ynz)u(IxJ). 
We remark that I x J # 4 from the choice of x and that (i, j) E X f’ (I x J) if 
and only if (i, j) E Yf7 (I X J). Therefore (X’) and (Y’) are connected 
subgraphs of (Z) z L(K,- ,,kp r), and u induces an isomorphism O’ of (X’) 
onto (Y’). By induction, o’ extends to an automorphism r of (Z). If IX’ 1 < 1, 
the proposition is trivially true. Therefore, we may assume that /X’I > 1. 
Then there is an element y = (i, j) E Z x J such that r(y) n X’ # 4. Suppose 
(i, j’) E T(y)nX’. Then (i, j’)O = (i, j”) for some j” > 2, because (i, 1)” = 
(i, 1) and (i, j)O’ = (i, j). We have proved that r is in 
Sym(k - 1) x Sym(k - l), or r has the form 
(i, j)T = (PI, f’), 
where r, and r2 are permutations of (2, 3,.... k}. Define 
iql= 1 if i=l, 
= i’l if 2 < i < k, 
j"z= 1 if j=l, 
= 72 J if 2<j<k, 
and 
(i, j)q = (iv’, y?). 
Then r] is an automorphism of r, which is an extension of (T. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 3. 
It is obvious that if r is KC- homogeneous then (T(x)) is K-homogeneous 
for x E VK Moreover, If (x)1 = /r(y)\ f or any two vertices x, y E VT by KC- 
homogeneity. Suppose (x, y} is an edge. Then 
(G+(Y) = W n T(Y) = (WW4. 
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Therefore, (T(x)) and (T(y)) h ave the same valency. On the other hand, K- 
homogeneous graphs having the same number of vertices and the same 
valency are isomorphic by Theorem 1. Hence, (T(x)) g (T(y)) for any edge 
(x, y). If I- is connected, (T(x)) z (T(y)) for any two vertices x, y E VT. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is divided into several propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let r be a connected KC-homogeneous graph. If 
(T(x)) E k . K, (k > 2), that is, if (T(x)) contains k vertices and no edges, 
then either 
(a) k = 2 and r is isomorphic to a circuit graph, 
(b) k = 3, d(T) = 2 and r is isomorphic to Petersen’s graph, 
(c) d(T) = 2 and r is isomorphic to a complete bipartite graph Kk,k, 
(d) d(T) = 3 and r is isomorphic to L(K2,k+ ,)c, or 
(e) k = 5, d(T) = 2 and r is isomorphic to 0,. 
Proof. Let (x = x0,x, ,..., xg-, ) be any shortest circuit in r, where g is 
the girth of r. If k = 2, r is a circuit graph. In the following we shall assume 
that k > 3, and choose y E T(x) - {x,, x,-r}. Suppose g > 7. Applying KC- 
homogeneity to X= {x,-r, x, x, ,..., xgp3}, R = {y, x, x1 ,..., x,-,} and Y = 
(x,-, , xge3}, we get an isomorphism o of (X) onto (X’) such that [r(Y)1 = 
Ir(Y”)I. On the other hand, for any isomorphism a of (X) onto (X’), 
Y” = ( y, x~-~}. This is a contradiction, because r(Y) = {xge2} and 
r( Y”) = 4. Next, suppose g = 6. Since T(x,) n T(x,) = {x,} and ({x,, x, x,, 
x*5xj})~({Y,x,-q, x2, x3 }), we know that IT(y) n T(x,)l = 1 by KC- 
homogeneity. Let T(y)nT(x,)= {z), “ET(y)- (x,z}, X= {x,x,,x*, 
x5 3 x4, Y,ZI, X’= {X,X,,XZ,X~, x4, y,z’) and Y= (xz,x4,z). Then there is 
an isomorphism a of (X) onto (X’) such that Ir( I’)/ = Ir(Y”)l. But, this is a 
contradiction, because Y” = {x2, x4, z’}, Z(E”) = 4 and r(Y) = {x3}. Suppose 
g = 5 and k > 4. Then we obtain Jr(y) n T(x,)l = 1 as above. Let 
mmm,) = 14 and w  E T(x) L (xi, x4, y}. Then we may derive a 
contradiction for X= (x,x, ,x4, x3, y, z}, X’ = {x, w, x4,x3, y, z} and 
Y = (x, , x3, z). We have proved that k = 3 if g = 5. In this case, it is easily 
verified that r is isomorphic to Petersen’s graph. Finally, suppose g = 4 and 
let ,U = IT(x) n r(x,)l. Th en we have IT(x) n T(z)/ = p for any z E T,(x) by 
KC-homogeneity. Let Z be a p-subset of T(x). Then, we know that there is 
an element z in T,(x) such that T(x) nT(z) = Z by applying KC- 
homogeneity to x = (4 u v-(x) n rw, X’= (x}UZ and 
Y = Z(x) n T(x,). This implies that 
p-,(x)1= k(ki ‘)> (,“). 
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Therefore, P = 2, k - 1, or k. If p = k, then f is isomorphic to a complete 
. 
bipartite graph K,.,. Suppose ,U = k - 1. The elements in T(x) and T,(x) may 
be labeled as 
f(x) = ( 1, 2 ,...I k), 
f-,(x) = { l’, 2’...., k’} 
and i and j’ are adjacent if i #:j. Then IT,(x)1 = 1, and the structure of r is 
uniquely determined. It is easily verified that r is isomorphic to L(Kz,k+ ,)(‘. 
Suppose p = 2 < k - 1 and let T(y) f? T(x,) = (x, yi} and r(~i) n T(.x>) = 
{x,, z). Suppose z E T,(x). Then for each 2-subset W of T(x) - (x, , .x3}, we 
have /l-(x,) n r( W)( = 1 by applying KC-homogeneity to 
X= (x,x1,x2}U W, X’= (~,x~,x~}U(~(x)f~T(z)) and Y= (x2}U W. 
Thus ( ‘; * ) = k - 2, so k = 5 and it is easily verified that d(T) = 2 and that 
r is isomorphic to Cl,. Suppose z E T,(x). Since we have assumed that k 3 4, 
we may choose ~1’ E T(x) - (xi, xj, y}. We may derive a contradiction by 
applying KC-homogeneity to X = ( y, x, x, , x2, z }, X’ = { JI’, x, x, , .x2, z } and 
Y= (y,x,,z}. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let r be a connected KC-homogeneous graph. If (T(x)) 
is isomorphic to t . K, (t, r > 2), then t = 2 and r is isomorphic to 
UK,+ ,.r+ 1). 
Proof. A sequence (x0,x, ,..., x,,_ ,) of vertices is called an irreducible 
cycle of length g’ if g’ > 4 and 
xi E z-(Xj) if and only if i E j f 1 mod g’. 
Let C = (x, x, ,..., x,, _, ) be an irreducible cycle of minimal length. Choose 
x’ E T(x) n T(x,). Then xi & r(x’) for i # 1. Indeed, (Qx’) n T(x,)) is a 
complete subgraph, because (r(x’)) E t . K,. Since x E T(x’) n T(x,) and x2 
is not adjacent to x, we conclude that x2 6? r(x’) nr(x,). Similarly, 
x8,-, & r(x’). Then the minimality of the irreducible cycle C implies that 
xi 6! r(x’) for 3 ,< i < g’ - 2. If g’ > 6, we may derive a contradiction for 
X={xJ,xq ,..., xg,-,,x,xl}, X’=(X~,X,, ,..., xg,-,,x,x’} and Y=(x,,x,}. 
Suppose g’ = 5 and t> 3. Let y E T(x) n T,(x,) n T,(x,). Then 
(r(y) n T(x,)l = 1 by KC-homogeneity, and let r(y) n T(x,) = {z). By 
applying KC-homogeneity to x= {X,x,,x4rx~~ J’TZJ, X’ 1 
{x,x’,x.43x3. _ V, z) and Y = {x,, x1, z), we get a contradiction. Suppose 
g’ = 5 and t = 2. We know Ir(x’) n &x,)1 = 1 by KC-homogeneity. Let 
r(x’)nf(x,) = {r}. Then z E T(x,)UT(x,), because t = 2. But this is 
impossible. Finally, suppose g’ = 4 and let ,U = / f(x) n T(sJ. Then for every 
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edge-free p-subset 2 in T(x), there is a vertex z in T,(x) such that 
T(x) n T(z) = 2. Therefore 
IT*(x)1 = 
tr(tr - r) > t ru 
P 0 ‘Y * 
This implies that p = 2 or t. Suppose ,U = t. Then r = 2 and t = 3. This case 
is missing in [2-4], but it is not difficult to prove that a strongly regular 
graph with these parameters is isomorphic to L(K,)C, which is not KC- 
homogeneous. Suppose ,D = 2. If t > 3, choose y E T(x) n T2(x,) n T,(x,). 
Then applying KC-homogeneity to X = (x’, x, xj, x2 ), X’ = ( y, x, x3 ,.x2) and 
Y = (x’, x, x2}, we get an isomorphism u of (X) onto (X’) such that 
/r(YU)] = If(Y)/ = 1. The only possibility for Y” is ( y, x3, x2}, because 
r( { y, X, x2 }) = $. This implies that Z(y) n T(x,) n T(x,) # 4. But this yields 
a contradiction since there are at least r candidates for 1’ and only r - 1 
vertices in f(x,) n T(x,). If t = 2, we have 
which shows that d(T) = 2. Then it is easily verified that r~ L(K,+ ,,r+ ]), 
and we have completed the proof of Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 6 [3, Lemmas 6 and 81. Let r be a connected graph with 
(T(x)) g K,:, (t > 2, r > 1) for every x E VT. Then rz K, + ,:r. 
PROPOSITION 7 13, Lemma 9(iii)]. Let r be a connected graph with 
(T(x)) z C, for every x E VT. Then r is isomorphic to the icosahedron and 
is not KC-homogeneous. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let r be a KC-homogeneous graph. Then (I’(x)) is not 
isomorphic to L(K,,,) for x E VT. 
Proof: Suppose T(x) is isomorphic to L(K,,,). Then we may identify 
T(x) with the set of all ordered pairs of three symbols, that is, 
and (i,j) and (k,m) are adjacent if i=k or j=m. Let y,=(l,l) and 
J’* = (2,2). Then we have 
mW-m~z)nm4= {(152), (2, I)i. 
This implies that (r( y,) n T(yz)) is regular of valency 2. Therefore, 
(T(x) n T(z)) is a union of circuits of length 24 whenever z E T,(x). There 
are two possibilities: a quadrangle or a hexagon. If (T(x)n T(z)) is 
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isomorphic to a quadrangle, then T,(x) 2 L(K,.,) and we may parametrize 
G(x) as 
f,(x) = ((i’, J) 1 1 < i. j < 3 ), 
and (i, j) and (k’, m’) are adjacent if i # k andj # m; (i’, j’) and (k’. m’) are 
adjacent if i = k or j = m. Then it is easily proved that IT,(u)1 = 1. Let 
T,(x) = (w}. Then T(w) = T,(x) and we may derive a contradiction by 
applying KC-homogeneity to X = {x, (1, l), (2’. 2’), (l’, 2’)}, X’ = (x, (1, 1). 
(2’, 2’), w) and Y = (s, (l’, 2’)}. If (T(x) n T(z)) is isomorphic to a hexagon. 
then we may identify T,(x) with the set of permutations on three letters. 
and (i’, ;, fX ) is non-adjacent to (k, ik)(l < k < 3) and adjacent to all the 
other vertices of f(x). Then (i’, t :?) and ( f, ,,!, ’ ) are adjacent if i, = j, for 
some k. We have proved that f is isomorphic ;b L(Kj.j)‘. and it is easily 
verified that L(K,T,)C is not KC-homogeneous. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 8 and Theorem 2. 
Remark I. L(K, .,)’ was missed in the original manuscript (and also in 
14, Lemma 10 I). The author is grateful to the referee, who pointed out the 
error. 
Remark 2. A direct proof that combinatorially C-homogeneous graphs 
are C-ultrahomogeneous has not yet been obtained. Possibly. our definition 
of KC-homogeneity presented in this paper might be inadequate for this 
purpose. 
Remark 3. In this paper, we have restricted ourselves to finite graphs 
only, but it is not difficult to classify locally finite KC-homogeneous graphs 
by modifying the proof of 14, Theorem 3 1, though there is a gap in the proof 
of [4, Lemma 6 1. The graph c defined below should be added to the list of 
locally finite C-ultrahomogeneous graphs. 
m>O, l<a,<r, l<b;<t.bifbi+l . 
I 
and (E,‘::::;) is adjacent to (i::::i;-:), (g;:::i;,: $i) (ah #a,) and 
to’:” b, ,,~$ubm,::). Note that r: z T, (infimte regular tree with valency t)- 
T;-’ z L(T,) and (T:(x)) z t . K, for x E VT:. 
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